
Safety, Order and Traffic Regulations 
Information leaflet for foreign companies, visitors and H&R ChemPharm staff 

Smoking, fire and open light –also for vehicles - are not allowed ! 

Smoking rooms are marked correspondingly. 

The drinking of alcohol in the whole plant is strictly prohibited! 

Alcoholic drinks or other drugs are not allowed to be taken into the works. 

Working under alcohol or drugs influence is not allowed. 

Taking pictures and filming forbidden ! 

The use in the plant terrain of radio communication devices, mobile telephones  

or similar apparatus as well as bringing of non-flame-proof devices  

in dangerously explosive areas is prohibited ! 

Special authorizations are to be applied in writing in the responsible department 

(e.g. team manager in the central measuring station) 

The Traffic Regulations and German Vehicle Licence Regulation apply in the whole plant ! 

Please observe the following exceptions: 

 - Speed limit 25 km/h. 

 - Priority rule: "right-of-way". 

 - Zones marked with access-prohibition signs and/or red/white barriers  

   (please refer to the red areas in the orientation map overleaf) may be entried only with a  

   written access-permission of the responsible department. 

 - Vehicles may not be parked in any manner such as to block driveways, works exit and emergency exits, 

   hydrants or other fire protection devices. 

 - Parking under pipe bridges is not allowed. 

 - Vehicles are not allowed to leave the driveways. 

Emergency Call: Fire Internal Tel.:  112 Phone Gate Keeper 

First Aid  Internal Tel.:  112 Phone Gate Keeper 

First-Aid Room  Tel.:  490 

Skilled Employee for Safety Tel.:  304 
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The danger area must be left immediately in case of fire or any other 

special incidents.   Please refer to your contact person of H&R ChemPharm  

in the responsible department. 

Alert signal The collecting points in case of emergency are specified by the officer-in-charge. 
each Monday 
8:40 (1. Workshop area, 2. Warehouse hall, 3. Assembly yard, parking area Aral store, outside the refinery) 

Test alarm  

Minor 
Alarm: Emergency signal discontinuous melodic line, (Light writing:  Workshop; GA, Canteen, ZMW, IKW)

Major 
Alarm: E-siren, steam siren, air siren, (Light writing: Workshop, GA, Canteen, ZMW, IKW)

The landing place for rescue helicopters is the area in front of the Filling 

Station N (between gate house and canteen). 

The dispositions of the supervisory, security and fire brigade staff of the  

H&R ChemPharm are to be complied strictly. 

Security instrucions are executed by the Security Department. Subsequently 

the employee will receive a security card (validity 1 year). The security card  

must be carried always with itself and presented on require. 

A written work permit should be applied at the responsible department 

before beginning of work.  Condition and extent of the protective measures  

of the concerning plant are described in this work permit. 

Only authorized people are allowed to use any operating equipment. 

Building sites are to be kept cleaned up.  Dangerous workplaces  

are to be locked off. 

Protective helmet, hardly inflammable clothes, protection shoes and poss. further 

necessary protection equipment are to be used in the production plant area.  
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